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B
asic sales and profit contribution analysis is routine 
for foodservice brands. But there’s a treasure trove 
of data that’s often overlooked. It requires a deep 
dive into the numbers. By utilizing sophisticated 

analytical skills and algorithms you can develop and test 
many different product and pricing strategies to determine 
which are best for improving business performance. Brands 
can realize increased margins across menu items, without 
negatively impacting customer traffic. You can create 
programs tailored specifically to the needs of the brand, 
geographic segment, outlet, transaction type, and customer.  
Which menu items should stay, and which can be eliminated 
without any negative inpact on the organization? These are 
powerful analytical tools for developing your menu strategy.  
Here are a few of these.

MENU PRICING ANALYSIS.  
This allows for the creation of sophisticated pricing strategies 
which are modified over time as internal and external 
environments change. Utilizing a technique that is more 
predictive than traditional consumer research, consumer 
purchasing behavior is analyzed and the impact of price 

changes are studied at the item level, category level and 
across categories. Promotional activity is analyzed to calculate 
impact on sales, profit and traffic. The end-result is a brand-
specific pricing strategy for your optimized menuboards that’s 
transparent to the customer, and allows for higher profit 
without the traditional customer pushback.

REVENUE SITUATION ANALYSIS.  
This is a thorough review of food service sales drivers and their 
relationships to one another from the outlet to the enterprise 
level. Using detailed transactional and customer data provides a 
foundation for the strategic understanding necessary to develop 
sound marketing strategy. Confronted with the challenge 
of growing system and same store sales, marketers need to 
identify opportunities across multiple revenue-driving levers, 
such as individual customer frequency, additional menu item 
attach rate, and promotional and pricing mix.

MENU PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS.  
This follows the revenue situation analysis and involves a 
comprehensive review of revenue performance of menu items, 
their related transactions, and relationship with other menu 
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items. This leads to an understanding of the specific food 
and beverage menu items that have the highest attachment 
potential. Building sales and merchandising programs featuring 
those items can provide the highest likelihood of successfully 
growing sales.

KEY ELEMENTS OF A MENU STRATEGY.  
With the above inputs in place, it’s time to develop the Menu 
Strategy. These are typical steps and objectives of the exercise.

1. Establish Business Objectives. What are the business 
objectives you ultimately want to accomplish from your 
menu? Examples might include: increase beverage incidence 
to grow profitability; increase sales between the lunch and 
dinner day part; grow average check. There might be a dozen 
or more on your wish list. These business objectives should 
be prioritized in order of importance (which will have the 
greatest positive impact on your business?). You should 
establish specific targets and metrics for each objective.

2. Identify and Prioritize Your Food Platforms. List your 
food platforms and/or categories and put them in the order 
of strategic importance. Are beverage sales more important 
to your business than sandwiches? Are sides more important 
than desserts? This step will require a good understanding 
of where your sales and profits are coming from now and 
where key opportunities lie.

3. Identify and Prioritize 'Key Opportunities'. These 
are those tactical things you can do to reach your menu’s 
business objectives. For each of these 'opportunities', provide 
a specific, tactical example of how you will accomplish a 
stated business objective. Examples might include: establish 
a new cup set to increase beverage sales, develop a snack 
menu to increase afternoon day part sales, develop a 'large-
combo' offering to grow average check. The resulting list 
of opportunities should be prioritized in their order of 
importance to your business.

4. Understand Critical Success Factors. These are the 
menu strengths, characteristics and signature products 
that your brand is known for and does well. This is what 
differentiates your brand from the competition. These 
should be leveraged to your advantage as you develop an 
enhanced Menu Strategy.

5. Understand Critical Weaknesses. These are those 
things that you do not do well from a menu offering 
standpoint. Identifying these in your Menu Strategy helps 
you circumvent or correct these weaknesses. You may, for 
example, decide to drop a menu item that is sub-quality to 
other offerings.

6. Identify Threats and Risks. These are typically outside 
forces that could prevent you from reaching your business 
objectives. An example might be to include competitors with 
similar or better products and menu offerings. You need to 
get these on the table as they may ultimately impact your 
Menu Strategy. C&I
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A Menu Strategy Helps 
Dissolve Cultural 
Resistance
It’s not uncommon in an organization to have individuals 
with their own ideas about what should be the priority 
and importance given to different menu items.  Without a 
published strategy in place, these conflicting priorities can 
be intense and counterproductive.  As an example, the 
officious manager in charge of beverages feels that drinks 
are the “star of the show”.  This person’s influence might 
derail what’s really important to the brand…”to raise ticket 
by increasing the attachment of food items”. A formal Menu 
Strategy shared and understood across the organization 
trumps any individual’s opinions, and dissolves cultural 
resistance to making changes.




